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The idea of sustanable development includes the obligation to
manage radioactive waste in such a way that it makes no problems to
the coming generations. However, things are not so simple and clear
when the realization of this idea is attempted. There seems to be
acceptable solution for radioactive waste disposal, though technical
and financial aspets are relatively. The main problem is public
acceptance.

'Me hazardous and radioactive waste disposal facilities belong
to the so-called "controversial facilities": although the public can
theoretically accept them as environmental protection related
facilities, everyone refuses the siting of such a facility in his vicinity
('NIMBY effect"). As it is known, tis attitude of the public, which
represents one of the most decisive factors in the entire radioactive
waste management policy, has been derived from both the lack of
information and doubts about available given information. In order to
solve the problem the activities of a participants involved in the
radioactive waste management (e.g. citizens, companies, scientific
institutions, authorities, ecologic groups and institutions should be
open to public. AR these participants should be involved in
programmes which will enable them to make respectable decisions.

However, all sociological researches made up to now show fear
of general public towards those facilities. Fear can be overcome by
knowledge and proper information.

The aim of every public information and education programme
is to build up confidence between the general public and those
involved in waste management.

The poster presents activities of APO-Hazardous Waste
Management Agency in the field of general public information and
education.

APO-Hazardous Waste Management Agency is publicly oned
national agency established to organize and perform activities related to
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the haza dous waste anagement in the Republic of Croatia and to
assist the governmental bodies in the implementation of the
enviromental protection policy.

APO's public information and education activities are:

• Issuing publications which would help the public to iprove its
education and information levels in ts field. We started publishing
booklets written by eminent experts in relevant fields. Final form of
the booklets was defined in accordance with recommendations
given by sociologists.

• Issuing bulletins. The APO recently started the issuing of the
bulletin 'APO-News' Which informs on the current operations of the
APO but also gives the most iportant information on respective
events in the world.

These bulletins and publications are distributed free.

• Recording video tapes for public information and education
(distributed free of charge especially in schools):

• Organizing coferences, round tables and lectures by domestic and
foreign experts which are referring to activities of the APO.

• Tours for particular groups (experts, journalist) to facilities of
interest in Croatia and abroad, aimed at geting acquainted with
relevant experiences and practicese in the world.

• Sponsoring environmentally related project. Particular attentation is
given to school projects, and environmental protection projects of
NGO 'Me APO has very good relationship with environmental NGO
in Croatia.

• Informing mass media about all relevant activities of APO.

• Establishment of Information (Visitor) Centre. Each country wich
leads systematic policy of public nforming and public involment,
into the site selection for controversial facilities, has developed well-
organized information centre aiming to inform the public about the
relevant facility, world experiences in the field etc. The APO has
planned to open our centre before the end of the year.

Elaboration of incentive strategy and programmes to local
communities There is a very limited exprience in incetive policy in
our country. The APO has organized drawing up of the legal act of
incetive for local communities where controversial facilities will be
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sited. It is expected that the Government of Republic of Croatia win
pass the act.

Worldng actively to nforniing and educate the public, and
through its readiness to communicate with all the media, the APO has
acquired confidence of the public.

To overcome fear and to build up trust with public is a long-term
process. For ts reason the APO - Hazardous Waste Management
Agency as well as similar organizations are required to organize
comprehensive and realistic educational programmes, promoting the
public into respectful party, expected to be competent for decision
making in any of numerous sensitive issues related to waste
management specially hazardous and radioactive waste. It is supposed
to be the most acceptable approach which contributes to improvement
of mutual confidence and respect between experts and the public. At the
same time it is also a prerequisite for implementation of better and more
efficient environmental protection programmes. It is obvious that such a
positive tendency cannot be maintained without creation and
performance of an honest, correct, synchronous and complete public
information and education programme.
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